Across
1  Try to debug
7  HQ for Carnival
10 Where to take courses on campus, for short
13 Fancy low-level furnishing
15 Steed breed
17 Screen on a sacred stage
18 Ex moneta italiana
19 Keepers of test results
20 Staked out
22 British Columbia's 1000-year-old Big Lonely Doug
23 Secured a bill, perhaps
24 Unusually enormous
29 IRA payees
30 Metaphorical mess
32 Even-keeled
36 Goddess whom Aesop credited for his storytelling skill
37 Atmosphere, essentially
39 Promise
40 Schools that sound Southwestern
42 Sent sideways
44 Where a toy hits the floor
46 "I'm of two minds . . ."
47 Leafy
51 "Toy Story" evil kid
52 Concession to one streaking
55 Tool in a virtual library
58 Letters before some dates
59 Very early arthropods
61 Where it's at
62 International Emmy category
63 "No man __ was glorious, who was not laborious": Franklin

Down
1 __ Risk (smartphone alert)
2 Flow together
3 What many foundations support
4 US employer of 1000+ canines
5 Touchless greeting
6 Tailor's activity
7 Be discontented
8 He thanked "robots and aliens" for his Honorary Oscar
9 Facilitators
10 Group hitting the bottom of the barrel
11 Teen toon princess
12 Denmark's __ Islands
14 Edge, in sports headlines
16 Meet halfway, say
18 Some new-fallen snow
20 Don't count
21 Audio equipment
22 Meet halfway, say
24 Some new-fallen snow
25 Thing made on a wheel
26 Rescue of 11 Down
27 Dynamism
28 Paper piece
31 "Sur un coup de __" (impulsively: Fr.)
33 Like some stand-out characters
34 Last word of Twain's "Eve's Diary"
35 Better, one hopes
38 Recording times
41 Wrap around people
43 Aqueous illusion
45 Called on
47 Sources of support
48 Whom Whoopi succeeded on "The View"
49 Something emerging from the Grand Canyon's floor
50 Was forward
53 Enhance unnecessarily
54 Earthy flavoring for beef stew
55 Suited to following
56 Throw stuff at
57 Fee-free airings
60 "__ decided"